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USK: All agesGCam Tool automatically moves photos taken with a Google camera to any folder you want, even a memory card. This can prevent flipping selfies so that the front camera photo is saved just like how you see it in the preview. It also automatically moves portrait photos taken with a Google camera to the correct location of the gallery. Here's how
it works: When you take a portrait photo (with a DSLR-like blurry background) with a Google camera, it takes a photo in splash mode - one ordinary photo and one blurry photo. These photos are stored in a new folder (created every time you take a photo) inside your photo gallery. GCam Tool simply moves photos that you want (ordinary, portrait or both) in
the place you choose and deletes the rest.✔ Prevent flipping photos of the front camera✔ choose which photos you want to move✔ select custom source and destination folders✔ package move multiple files✔ Turn selfies further for Xiaomi phones✔ the ability to remove under the folder created by Google Camera collection GCam Tool today and simplify
the organization of photos with photos made by Google Camera Frequently asked questionsPrevention front-facing camera flipping does not workAfter you take a front camera photo, please check it in the third party gallery app like quickPic or Piktures. The gallery in Google Camera sometimes slowly updates the upside-down image. But in fact the image
has to be flipped correctly. Why does GCam Tool stop/pause on its own? Some phones aggressively kill apps in the background to save some batteries. Please www.dontkillmyapp.com to learn how to make sure that GCam Tool will not be killed by the system. Photos don't move, even if the settings includedIt may again be a case of galleries in the Google
Camera app not refreshing the photos correctly. Once you take a selfie, please check it aside for a file manager (Solid Explorer, ES File Explorer) or gallery (Fast Pic, Piktures). They must be moved. Ok I checked with a third party gallery and can confirm that it is still not movingSome modded Google Camera apps to save portrait photos in the DCIM /camera
itself instead of creating a subflander inside the DCIM/Camera. Open the Google camera, find the settings - -gt; save all photos of portrait mode in one folder and turn it off. I only need to save a portrait photo (background blurred bokeh). Which setting should I choose? In Settings, Under Portrait Photos, please include Move Portrait Photos to your target
folder by disabling Move normal photos to the target folder. Now only background blurry photos will be moved to the target folder in time as normal will be removed. What is the deal with Motion Photos? This is a patented format developed by Google where the video is embedded in the photo. There should be no problem with moving the movement of the
photo to the target folder, but if you allow you to prevent the flipping of the movement of the photos, such motion photos will be converted into regular regular files and will, as a result, lose the built-in video. What is the difference between the configuration of automatic and manual mode? To prevent the selfie from flipping, GCam Tool tries to determine which
camera the photo was taken from. To do this, it gets access to the camera module and reads the parameters of the front and rear cameras. But some phones don't provide this data correctly. In such cases, GCam Tool will read the settings from the photos you select manually. More questions? No problem. Please give me support@apptuners.com. I love
working with my users to fix their problems. Developed by Naveen Naushad, AppTunersDisclaimer:- Google Camera is owned by GOOGLE LLC. This app has nothing to do with Google or Google Camera. This is an independently designed tool that can be used to organize photos taken with Google Camera.v2.32 - A bug fix for the portrait mode of the
flippingYour Gateway in India's largest IT park First Gcam 7.4 Mod APK is now available for download with Pixel 5 Table content Most recently, Google has started testing a new version of the camera app. Google Camera v7.4 has some stunning changes to the user interface, According to the APK demolition Google Camera v7.4 app, the code base
suggests that the latest Gcam 7.4 is being thoroughly tested in the Pixel 5 and 5 XL along with 4a. So APK download Pixel 5 Gcam 7.4 for smartphone photos. The latest Google 7.4 camera features an 8X zoom camera while recording video for the current Pixel 4 flagship lineup. You can also expect the same will come for the old Pixel 4 (XL), Pixel 3 (XL), 2
(XL), OG Pixel 1 (XL) devices with the stunning Gcam 7.4 Mod APK listed below in the download section. Gcam 7.4 also brings a new option to the drop-off menu (or a quick switch is available on the viewfinder) to change the resolution during the video. Finally, we found the Pixel 5 code in the Android manifest file. You can check out all the features from our
previous post on Google Camera 7.4, link above. So here's the first ever Gcam 7.4 mod APK available for download from the developer BSG. It's modded Google Camera 7.4, so it has to work on most Android devices out there with full functionality and features. Not to mention, it also has all the previous Gcam 7.3 features like Astrophotography mode, Night
Look, Portrait Mode, Google Lens, and more. In addition, the added benefit of advanced settings and options from Gcam mods such as selecting a camera profile, activating auxiliary cameras such as and telephoto lens, support for Samsung Exynos, and more. Some great features from the previous Gcam 7.3 include not automatically not Mode during the
video necessary for users who do not want any violations when using the camera and get bombarded with messages and notifications of the app. So download and install Gcam 7.4 APK mods from various developers like BSG, Arnova, Parrot, cstark, and more in the future. So stay tuned! Download the Gcam 7.4 APK Mod for all Android phones Here's the
first ever Google Camera 7.4 modded APK available for download. Thanks to the developer as BSG for the amazing port. According to the developer, the first version is a test version of the latest Google Camera v7.4. It has all the features from previous versions and new bug fixes as well. Note that Gcam 7.4 is focused on Android 10 or later. However, you
can also try it on Android 9 Pie or earlier. For Android 8.0/8.1 Oreo, or earlier, stick to the old version of Gcam 7.3, 7.2, 7.0, 6.1, 5.2 listed below. Also, wait for more Gcam 7.4 ports from developers like Arnova8G2, Parrot, urnyx, cstark, bones, BSG, and more. Google Camera 7.4.104 APK by Arnova Popular developer Arnova has now intervened and the
developer of its version of Google Camera 7.4 APK. Arnova's Gcam is very important because it is a universal build and can be used by other developers to create their own versions of Gcams for various Android devices. Thanks to the developer Arnova8G2 for the amazing port. Here's the first ever Google Camera 7.4 modded APK available for download.
Thanks to the developer Parrot043 for the amazing port. According to the developer, it has all the features from previous versions and supports the Snapdragon 700 series and 800 series of devices. The latest Gcam 7.4.104 parrot (en) MGC_7.4.104-Parrot043-v5.apk (mail link) Download ztCAM 7.4 for Samsung Galaxy phones zoran Here is the first and
best Google Camera 7.4 mod APK specially designed for Samsung Galaxy phones with Processors Exynos or Snapdragon. Thanks to developer Soran for the stunning Gcam 7.4 mod APK are available for download below. It supports the latest series of galaxy S20, Note 20, S10 Series, Note 10, Galaxy S9, Note 9, and more running one user interface. The
latest Gcam 7.4.104 for Samsung (en) hpm 7.4 zoran (post link) Download Gcam Ultra CVM Mod V5.1 APK for all Android Ultra CVM mod devices is another great Gcam mod that brings compatibility to the almost aevery Android device there running Android 11, 10, 9 pie, and even 8 Oreo. The last copy brings Gcam 7.4. Google Camera Ultra CVM Mod
V5.1 APK for all android devices (mail link) Gcam 7.4 APK from BSG Next APK comes from popular developer Gcam BSG. Gcam 7.4 should work on the latest smartphones running Android 10 and 9 Pie, including Xiaomi Mi8, Mix 2S/3, Poco F1/F2, Razer Phone 2, OnePlus 8 Pro, OnePlus 7 Series, Galaxy S20 Series and more. Also from manufacturers
like Xiaomi, OnePlus, Samsung Galaxy, Nokia phones and more. Google's latest camera 7.4 7.4 7.4) MGC_7.4.104-V0a.apk (BSG, 2020-02-16) Gcam 7.4 mods from Pitbull Pitbull in Gcam 7.4 fashions should work on most Android devices running Android 10 or 9 pie. Based on B-S-G. Worker libpatcher. Thanks for the B-S-G base and for your help with
libpatcher rOm10. The Gcam 7.4 Nikita mods for The OnePlus 5/5T Nikita Gcam 7.4 mods are exclusive to the OnePlus 5 and 5T. However, you can also try it out on other OnePlus 8, 8 Pro, 7 Series, 6 Series, and Android devices similar to The OnePlus 5/5T hardware running Android 11, 10 or 9 pie. It is based on: B-S-G GCam 7.4.104. It comes in two
versions: NGCam_7.4.104-v1.6_snapcam.apk (org.codeaurora.snapcam)NGCam_7.4.104-v1.6_gcam.apk (com.google.android.GoogleCamera) Gcam 7.4 Mods Marco for OnePlus 6/6T Marco Gcam 7.4 mods are exclusive to OnePlus 6 and 6T. You can also try it on the other OnePlus 8, 8 Pro, 7 series, 6 series, and Android devices similar to the OnePlus
5/5T hardware running Android 11, 10 or 9 pie. It is based on: B-S-G GCam 7.4.104. The latest Gcam 7.4 by Marco 7.4_GCam_MJL_v5.0'Miniqueta.apk More Gcam Mods and tutorials Table content Google recently unveiled the latest Android 11 (Go Edition) just last month. The Go Edition is designed for low-cost smartphones with low-end processors and
RAM, or even slower storage. Google has also developed a number of Go Editions apps for the new OS, such as Files Go, Google Go (search), Gallery Go, Maps Go, and Camera Go. The Go camera in particular is quite intriguing as it can work on almost any Android device - Go Edition or not. Most importantly, it just got a new update with the most
anticipated Night Mode feature and upcoming HDR feature set up for future release. So APK download the latest Google Jump camera with night mode active. Although we already have the original camera Go APK v1.8.3, that does not feature the Night Mode option out of the box. Google has only whitelisted a few smartphones like Nokia 1.3, WIKO Y61,
and WIKO Y81, which supports the night mode feature. However, thanks to the developer Gcam Wichaya, here we have the latest Gcam Go 1.8 APK with the Night Mode option right in the settings falling down. Here's a screenshot. As you can see, the very first version of Night Mode. The latest Go 1.8.332394960 camera brings some interesting new
features, such as night mode, to night photography in low light. It's the same feature as Night Look from Google's original camera for the Pixel line or the latest Gcam ports. Night mode also comes to the go 1.8.3 camera Wichaya Mode. The best part, the Go APK camera can be installed on almost every Android device with any processor, be it Kvalcomm,
Exynos, or MediaTek. He also doesn't care about limiting the Camera2 API. will work for anything. So for users who have a hard time running Google Camera on their Samsung devices with Exynos processors, can agree on Google Camera Go. Samsung Galaxy S10e/S10/S10, Note 10, Galaxy S8 Series, S9 Series, S7 Series. Here's the latest Google
Camera Go APK v1.8.3 mod or Gcam Go 1.8.3 APK available for download. Gcam Go enabled night mode for all Android devices. It has been tested by working on many Android devices - new and old. Download the Go APK Mod camera with HDR' another great feature that will come to the Camera Go update HDR option. However, you can get the HDR
feature on Gcam Go right now from our previous post listed below. Note that this is an old version and has only HDR, not night mode. For night mode, get above the APK. Thanks to the developer Parrot043 for the amazing port. It has all the features from the original app, with new ones like HDR mode and multiple bug fixes for stability and compatibility. The
latest Go Mod camera with HDR CameraGo APK Mod (Post Link) More Gcam mods: mods: gcam tool pro mod apk download
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